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¶nicholas griffin is Director of the Bertrand Russell Re-
search Centre and Canada Research Chair in Philosophy at 

McMaster University. He is General Editor of Russell’s Collected Papers and is 
currently working with Sébastien Gandon on an edition of the Whitehead–
Russell correspondence. richard mcdonough, who has taught philosophy 
in many universities, is the author of The Argument of the Tractatus (1986) and 
Martin Heidegger’s Being and Time (2006), and he has guest-edited Idealistic 
Studies on Wittgenstein and cognitive science. andrew lugg, professor 
emeritus at the University of Ottawa, trained as a scientist; shifted to philoso-
phy and began writing on the philosophy of science; and then gravitated to 
the history of analytic philosophy, especially Wittgenstein. He is the author of 
Wittgenstein’s Investigations 1–133 (2000) and is writing a book on Wittgenstein 
and colour. rebecca keller is a fourth-year undergraduate studying cogni-
tive science and philosophy at Hampshire College. Her interests include mod-
els of attention and relevance determination, especially the implications of 
these models for both conscious human perception and artificial intelligence. 
jonathan westphal teaches philosophy at Hampshire College in the School 
of Cognitive Science. He is the author of Colour: a Philosophical Introduction 
(1991) and a number of articles on colour. He has also written extensively on 
the metaphysics of time. He has been a Humboldt Fellow at the University of 
Munich. graham stevens is Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at Manchester. 
His current work is on several interrelated topics in the philosophy of lan-
guage, including the semantics of indexicals, natural-language quantifiers, and 
formal treatments of expressive content. He will have a chapter on Wittgen-
stein and Russell in the Blackwell Companion to Wittgenstein. patrick deane 
is Professor of English and Cultural Studies at McMaster, where he is serving 
as President and Vice-Chancellor. He is the editor of History in Our Hands 
(1998), on 1930s literature, culture and politics. chris pincock is Professor 
of Philosophy at Ohio State University. His research focuses on philosophy of 
science, philosophy of mathematics and history of analytic philosophy, with 
special emphasis on the role of mathematics in science and the work of Russell 
and Carnap. sheila turcon is an archivist who, retired from McMaster Li-
brary’s Research Collections, has worked on Russell for many years. She 
writes on Russell’s homes for the Bertrand Russell Society Bulletin. She has de-
scribed seven of them. your editor has begun revising the Russell Bibliog-
raphy and continues his editing of Papers 24 and 25 (when he is not revising 
bracers). 
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¶Bernard Linsky and Donovan Wishon, eds., Acquaintance, 
Knowledge, and Logic: New Essays on Bertrand Russell’s The 
Problems of Philosophy (csli), and Rosalind Carey’s Russell 

on Meaning: the Rise of Scientific Philosophy are due in 2015.  
¶Torin Alter and Yujin Nagasawa, eds., Russellian Monism 
(Oxford U. P.). Eileen O’Mara Walsh’s lively Third Daugh-
ter’s Tale (Lilliput P.), with its appendix of Russell’s corre-

spondence with her mother, Joan Follwell. 
¶Obtained were copies of Russell’s surviving family corre-
spondence with Peter Blake, including several chatty letters 
from his military service in Europe in 1945 (thanks to Co-

lumbia University’s Avery Architectural Archives; P. E. B. Jourdain’s frequent 
correspondence with Paul Carus of Open Court in 1911–16 (Southern Illinois 
University at Carbondale); and Victoria Shuck’s letters from Russell when she 
organized his lecturing at Mount Holyoke College in 1950 (College Library).  

¶The 2015 annual meeting of the Bertrand Russell Society 
was held at Trinity College, Dublin, 5–7 June, in conjunction 
with sshap. A. C. Grayling addressed the brs. 
¶Except for the latest complete volumes (33–34), Russell may 
be consulted freely on the Internet at McMaster’s new site 
http://escarpmentpress.org/russelljournal/. For online and 

print subscriptions, see this site or the rear cover.  
¶The Russell Archives’ annotated catalogue of letters to-
talled 129,210 records by 10 July 2015. That’s a growth of 
4,600 since last issue; in that time, tens of thousands of en-
tries were revised and b&r references and some images in-
serted. Among overall improvements, records are web pages, 

references to other records hyperlinked, accuracy in foreign names achievable 
with accents, and names made consistent. The correction and completion of 
case conversion, italicization and linking (by brrc’s Arlene Duncan) from the 
mainframe’s plain all caps has passed 50%. Coverage of the present holdings 
of Russell’s letters is very nearly complete, thanks to brrc and Library staff. 
The new database is capable of much more than correspondence.  

¶McMaster President Patrick Deane told a recent Convoca-
tion: “And occupying pride of place in the basement of Mills 
Library are the Bertrand Russell Archives, an unparalleled 

collection of primary and secondary materials relating to Bertrand Russell, 
the British philosopher, logician and essayist who won the Nobel Literature 
Prize in 1950. Visit Mills and you can sit at Russell’s desk, peruse his library, 
admire the wing chair in which he sat to read, and explore the world of 20th-
century literature, philosophy, politics and culture. The Russell archive is a 
priceless resource for research in the humanities, history and politics….” 
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